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Introduction

Introduction 
Think of your favorite book. No, better yet, go and get your favorite book, feel its heft in 

your hand, flip through its pages, smell its bookness. Read a passage or two to send that 

stream of sparks through your head, the alchemy that occurs when the written word collides 

with the chemicals of your consciousness: Delight is the fruit of that collision. 

When I was seven or eight years old, I’d walk to the nearby public library, and go into the 

section on dinosaurs. I would lie in the aisle for hours, surrounded by scattered stacks of 

books, driving through a landscape of imagination, fueled by words. At first, I was simply 

thrilled by the stories of the great beasts, but after a time, I began to realize that I was taken 

by the words themselves—Jurassic, Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus—and would say them softly 

aloud. 

Many, many books later, it began to dawn on me that books were the conscious, choice-

making work of authors. I started to fathom that a writer employed tools, framed a 

composition, shaped its architecture. Deeper yet, that writing had a voice, that it was 

animated by a current. 

When I was twelve years old, I was swimming in the ocean and was tugged out by a small rip 

current that took me, amidst slamming waves, against the supports of a public pier. I 

screamed for help at the people looking down at me; no one seemed to react. I was terrified 

that I would die, while enraged that no one cared. In my agitation, I didn’t know that 

someone had called a lifeguard, who quickly rescued me. 

A Pin That Poked Deeply

Months later, for a class assignment, I wrote an essay in which I described in detail my fear, 

fury and despair. My teacher later read the story aloud, saying it was a vivid slice of life. At 

the end of the year, the school handed out student awards, and I was given a little cloisonné 

pin that said “Best Writer.” I knew before then that writing had an unusual power over me, 

but the commendation told me that language, even my language, could hold sway over others 

as well. 

I read broadly, though wrote only sporadically. 
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When I was fifteen, my parents granted me the indulgence of letting a friend paint, in a nice 

cursive script, the final page of Hesse’s Siddhartha on the wall, floor to ceiling, facing my 

bed. I thought that constantly reading those mindful words would prompt some spiritual 

renaissance. My other teenage absorptions checked that vow, but my interest in the power of 

words increased all the more. 

Hesse said in an essay: “ … I want to dream myself into priests and wanderers, female cooks 

and murderers, children and animals, and, more than anything else, birds and trees … ” To 

me, he’s talking about the force of imagination, the authority of an authentic voice. 

More and more, I came to see that the world of imagination is the biggest world there is, and 

that a writer can write to see the unexpected, to know the hidden, to do as Asimov suggested 

and “think through his fingers.” And that words can be so sensual you want to lick them. 

Once Upon A Time …

I saw evidence everywhere that people were storytellers. They have been storytellers for 

ages, whether the words were inscribed on resistant stone, delivered in a lilting voice or 

caught in an electronic dance. I knew I wanted to be a storyteller too. However, I was still 

striking the anvil of ideas with brute blows, yet to learn the deft stitchings and tight knots in 

narrative’s fabric. But I wasn’t discouraged enough not to write. I tried poems, short stories, 

personal essays and more. 

Twenty-five years ago, the San Francisco Chronicle accepted my article on my then 15-year 

correspondence with the Jack Daniel’s Distillery, publishing it in the beloved “Sunday 

Punch” section. I bought 10 copies, and sat on a bench in Golden Gate Park just staring at my 

byline, not even reading the article. Still not literature, not the stuff of Lear’s stormy 

fulminations, of Conrad’s lurid Congo, of Twain’s beckoning twang, but for me, word magic. 

I finally realized that I couldn’t wait for inspiration, a muse whose answering machine is all I 

got when I called. So, since then, a couple of novels, a small-press published collection of 

short stories, a big basketful of essays and articles, a new novel in s-l-o-w progress. And this 

book. 

I write because language is a bright bird, uncatchable, but worth every attempt.  
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Confessions of a Word Drunk

I want to share that sense of being word-drunk with you, how to open the bottle and pour 

yourself a glass. This book is about how to recognize—nay, invoke your writing voice, how 

to see stories everywhere, how to net those elusive butterflies and imprint them on the page. 

I’ll start the show by sliding the big platter of “how to find your writing voice” and “how to 

see with a writer’s eyes” into the center of the table.  

Then, there will be a palate cleanser on my own writing background as it relates to the 

writing life. Then, piping hot, a savory side dish about what works in the writing life: how to 

coax (or more accurately, throttle back and direct) your writing ideas, and how to sidestep 

writing distractions. Then let’s share some dessert sugared with how to work with different 

writing structures (from their very letters to words to paragraphs, oh my! Characters and 

stories too).  

Best to conclude with post-prandial cognac: the practical matters of writing tools and other 

writing resources, including links online to bright writing minds. 

Let’s head to that savory writing table. 

PS Oh, before I open my mouth, let it be proclaimed that I’m a bit of a wise guy. Duck if you 

see a bad joke flying at you. 

PPS If you’re reading this on an Apple device using the Kindle Reader software, clicking on 

some of the links for book pages on Amazon will only get you a “We’re sorry. That operation 

is not currently supported message.” What that actually means is that my pals at Apple don’t 

want you to be able to go directly to Amazon and buy a book, because they don’t get a cut.  

Sigh. You can always Google the book’s title; sorry I can’t suggest anything more 

expeditious. The other glorious links will link gloriously. 
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Chapter One 

Don't Muzzle (or Muffle) Your Writing 

Voice  
I think about the issue of voice in writing quite often. You know, your writing voice, that 

whiff of brimstone or reverberant cello note or cracked teeth and swollen tongue that stamps 

your writing as having been issued from you alone. Many writers, particularly younger ones, 

struggle to find their voice: the word choice, the cadence, the tone, the very punctuation—the 

stuff that slyly suggests or that screams that you wrote it.  

You’d never mistake Donald Barthelme for Ernest Hemingway; the word blossoms gathered 

in Virginia Woolf’s garden would have flowers not found in the window-box plantings of 

Joan Didion. So your writing and your writing voice shouldn’t be confused with Schlomo 

Bierbaum’s—it should be yours alone. 

One of the things that made me think of a person’s voice was a literal voice: a few years ago I 

saw Ricki Lee Jones in concert, and was so struck by her uniqueness as a performer (and 

possibly as a person). She was cuckoo and mesmerizing in the best of ways on stage: banging 

on the roof of the piano, exhorting the other players, talking to them in asides during some 

songs. She played a lunatic version of Don’t Fear the Reaper(!), beating out a slapclap on the 

top of her piano. The performance was so Rikki Lee Jones: singular, eccentric, passionate, 

moody. You wanted to be around her just to see what she might do or say (or sing) next. Her 

voice was hers and hers alone. 

Your Writing Voice Is There for the Singing 

When you’re developing your writing voice, you might be so painstakingly wrapped up in 

expressing yourself JUST SO that you drain the blood out of your writing, or pull the plug on 

the electricity of your ideas. You might have read an essay by Pico Iyer or a story by Alice 

Munro or a novel by Cormac McCarthy and you might be trying so hard to source and 

employ the rhythms, humors and tics of those gifted writers that you spill onto the page a 

fridge full of half-opened condiments that cancel each other’s flavors. 
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Be yourself behind the pen, be the channel between what cooks in your brain and what 

courses through the keyboard. Even if that self is one day the grinning jester and another the 

sentimental fool, be fully that person, unmasked, on the page. Maybe you grew up in a slum 

in Mumbai or have a pied-à-terre in every European capital, maybe your adolescence was a 

thing of constant pain, maybe you never made a wrong move, maybe you never moved at all

—it should be in your writing, whether in its proclamations or its subtext. Your voice is all 

the Crayons in your box. 

For instance, if you’re inclined to the confessional (like all us old Catholics), turn to your 

sins: I was a very enterprising shoplifter in high school, running a cottage resale business on 

the side. While I don’t recommend they teach my techniques in business school, I later forged 

my history of happy hands into an award-winning short story, and then turned the account of 

having won that short story contest into a published article in a Writer’s Market volume. Ahh, 

the just desserts of an empire of crime. 

A Voice, and Its Chorus

Of course it’s no monotone: Sometimes I might write about Sisyphus and sometimes I might 

write about drool (and sometimes I might speculate whether Sisyphus drooled while pushing 

the rock up that endless hill). By that I mean your short stories might have a female narrators, 

male narrators, be set in a tiny town one time and in a howling metropolis the next. But you 

still must find the voice—your voice—for that story. 

I like to write essays that often take a humorous slant, but at the same time, that isn’t the limit 

or restriction I put on my own expression. I published a piece on not actually knowing my 

father despite my years with him, and another that discusses never finding out what happened 

to my high school girlfriend after she vanished in Colombia. Both had a tone of pathos. That 

pensive tone is also one of my voices, and its sobriety doesn’t cancel the chiming of my 

comic voice. So your voice might be part of a choir. 

Getting Gritty About Grammar

A friend of mine who was putting together a “private university” once asked me if I would 

teach a 16-session class on grammar, because of what she perceived as the lamentable state of 

comprehension of language structures and their underpinnings among the young. Now I 

could probably do a decent job of that, though I’d definitely have to brush up on some 
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grammar formalities and its seemingly obscurantist vocabulary. But after thinking about it, I 

decided that it just wasn’t right for me. It wouldn’t be an expression of my voice, like 

teaching a class on writing an essay or developing a character would be. 

The tools are important indeed, but the authentic voice is transcendent. 

Here’s a good, helpful essay on finding and developing your writer’s voice, courtesy of 

Writer’s Digest (and here’s another fine one, on the same topic from Jane Friedman). An 

important point in both essays is that the expression of self in writing, be it in diction, 

passion, slant or tone, can be a variant thing—the hummingbird’s flight is always expressive 

of the bird, but its dartings and hoverings aren’t always approached from the same direction 

or desire. 

It’s Not Stealing If You Honk and Wave, Is It? 

!  

My mother, getting the local priest tanked up on margaritas 
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What you read obviously influences your writing voice. Influences are a tricky thing. Of 

course I think you should steal freely the scent of another author’s writing, that ungraspable 

soupçon of ephemera that is clumsily dubbed “style.” That’s because you’ll catch your tongue 

in the literary rat trap if you try to directly steal the substance of another’s writing. Mumbling 

out inane imitations will be your sorry fate. Snagging some stylings is more subtle theft, like 

being able to mimic the way an author buttons her coat, rather than actually buying—and 

eek!—wearing the same clothes. 

Blood as Influence

But thinking of influences makes me think of other influences from way back: my parents. I 

have so much to be grateful for in having a mother who didn’t harangue me and my siblings 

about reading as a necessity, but instead, took so much pleasure in reading herself. You’ll 

develop a hunger for something in watching another eagerly eat it. There were always books 

around the house, and the relaxed sense that wiling away some hours nose-deep in a tome 

wasn’t a way to waste time but to explore it: books are time travels, the widest carpets of 

brilliant flowers on the steppes, a landowner’s cruel glance at the starveling slave, the wince 

from a princess as she turns her delicate ankle stepping from the liveried carriage.  

My mother welcomingly invited me into that parlor of pleasant musings and savage 

astonishments, and I haven’t looked back. From my earliest memories, I saw her absorbed in 

reading. Hey, books! They must be good. I want to do that too. She never pushed reading on 

me, but the obvious pleasure it afforded her was generously transferred to me. And because 

she could shape a story, could find the odd and often humorous angle on some episode of 

human folly, I was drawn to storytelling too. Before Sarge Bentley got his hands on her, she 

was Eileen O’Brien, and though Iowa cornfields were the setting for her growing up, I’m sure 

the storytellers of the Old Sod made their ancestral mark on her. And she on me.  

Stories: 100% Nutritive, Taste Great Too

The absorbing thing is my mom’s stories, like her life, have never been pocked with 

pettiness, or buzzing with the trivial, or interested in shoving someone aside so she could 

shine. As a writer, I tire myself with my own jealousies over other writers’ successes, with my 

own trivialities and peeves. My mother has never swum in that shallow end of the pool—she 

laughs at the human comedy, but there’s never been spite in her smiles.  
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So here’s to my mom, my biggest writing influence. The photo is from her 90th birthday 

party a couple of years ago, where she was surrounded by friends, young and old, who 

uniformly wished her well. She’s wearing those test-pilot’s welding glasses because she can 

barely see a damn thing anymore and light bothers her, but she still reads wielding a fat 

magnifier. Words—can’t get away from them. By her side is a priest from my old parish 

being entertained by her point of view (though the margarita he’s drinking may have helped).  

Thanks Mom.  

My father wasn’t a big reader, more inclined to the peppered nuggets of the newspaper than 

the seven-course meals of Russian novels, but again, I might never have been the reader, and 

thus the writer, that I am had he not schooled me in how to throw a baseball, how to shoot a 

basketball, things that impelled me to read biography after biography of my sports heroes 

(and to admire the tight turns-of-phrase of gifted sportswriters). 

Always the Twain Shall Meet

Thinking about my less-genetic writing influences, I make a beeline for Mark Twain—why 

not set your standards high? But then I mentally mosey about some, bumping into Kurt 

Vonnegut, who seemed to pick flowers from the same field as Mr. Clemens. But whether a 

writer’s echo can be heard in your work isn’t necessarily a mark of their sway over you. 

There are people whose writing I fiercely admire, like Marilynne Robinson or Cormac 

McCarthy or Annie Dillard, and the DNA of their superb stylings can’t be traced to my 

pratfalls on the page. (For that matter, I may have been influenced as much by Dr. Seuss, or 

maybe Steve Martin.)  

In the intro to this book, I used “filling the table” as a metaphor for what the chapters 

contained. Going back to those influences, I’d toss a salad of Dillard and Atwood, a tangled 

pasta of Twain and Fitzgerald, spicy sides of Nabokov and Vonnegut, a shot of Cormac 

McCarthy, neat. But doesn’t that sound a mite pretentious, as though I could even carry the 

keyboards of those authors (or even tilt Twain’s first typesetting machine, one of his long 

legacy of infernal investments). And who’s to say that I wasn’t just as influenced by the 

comic books I devoured (I wanted to name a pet after Mjolnir, Thor’s hammer), or the sports 

magazines that filled my mind with shimmering baseball diamonds and long fly balls caught 

after an impossible run? 
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Maybe I’m not being clear here, so let’s clarify: your writing voice is a thing that develops 

over time, and that’s touched, however subtly, by the roof over your childhood head, the 

flavors of everything you’ve read (and maybe even by what you’ve eaten—there’s a lot of 

gluten in my writing voice). That voice is something that can be coaxed and coached. And it 

ain’t static: your ability to refine, expand and improve your writing voice—and thus your 

writing—is a river in motion. Hopefully moving forward. 

Why Writing What You Know Blows (Except …) 

Before I get a bit deeper into how to cultivate your writing voice, I have to take some 

exception to that hoary old adage of “write what you know.” That dictum seems to suggest 

that you have to be deeply steeped in a subject to plumb its depths in writing. No. You just 

have to be careful in the research and in the writing. And sometimes you just have to let fly. 

I was a teacher at a college on a small Micronesian island for a year. One of my teaching 

duties was to attend college-related extracurricular events and presentations, which usually 

offered a wide range of foods. Micronesians are festive people: they like a good get-together, 

and they like to lard the table with a cornucopia of foodstuffs. At first, because I wasn’t 

familiar with many island foods and how they looked after preparation, I would always be the 

slow one in line, peering closely at some dishes. Why? Because I didn’t want to eat any 

servings of dog (and probably one that had tried to bite me while bicycling a few hours 

before the feast). 

My dog-ducking wasn’t because I truly minded that Rover had been barbecued—I’ve written 

before about the spirited chases that mange-ridden canines gave me on my bike rides, and the 

improvised weaponry and tactics used to dispatch those hounds of hell. It’s just that the 

thought of eating dog unsettled me. In my culture, it’s OK to eat a 1,200-calorie triple 

cheeseburger, containing enough salt to brine an Olympic pool. And in my youthful 

subculture, I spent an effortful afternoon making chocolate malts infused with ground peyote 

buttons. 

But eating dog? No. Writing about eating dog? Oh my yes. I didn’t have to chew any cur to 

chew over writing about the act. 
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The old “write what you know” adage blows in so many ways that I’ll only enumerate a few: 

you often don’t know what you know. Does that mean you can’t write in a woman’s voice if 

you’re a man? Or you can’t write about the 19th century because yours is the 21st? That 

aside, I do think some writers, fiction or non, essayists or poets, neglect to plumb their 

histories for the page-producing pools that they are.  

I was out of my element in so many ways on that faraway island, but the combination of the 

odd and the exotic provided me with fodder for at least five published articles—most of 

which had to do with how I didn’t know how to live on an island; not knowing (and puzzling 

over that ignorance) is fertile fodder. But let’s also look at some of the ways that you can 

employ your earned experience on the keyboard.

The Write Stuff: You Already Own It

In your own history, you’ve probably done a juicy fruit basket of unusual things. You’ve met 

people who have baffled you, intrigued you, offended your socks off. You’ve breathed sweet 

fragrant airs or shivered uncontrollably in climates not your own, you’ve worked for 

scowling bastards, you were given gratifying gifts that were wholly undeserved, you made 

decisions that a month prior you would have thought quite insane. You’ve lived.  

Write about it. But in the writing, you will know those things in an entirely different way: you 

can push their emotional contents, stretch an image, color in a different corner: you are 

writing what you know, but not exactly—you are writing to know what you know, more 

deeply. 

You don’t even have to write about it directly—have one of your short story characters say 

those nasty things you itched to tell your pestiferous second cousin. Run through your 

memories, and some branches will catch your clothes. Just as I wrote that, I thought about my 

13-year-old self, roaming the Long Beach Pike, that long-gone, fascinatingly seedy 

beachfront boardwalk—and doorway-watching in goggle-eyed compulsion as a woman in a 

tattoo parlor had her breast inked. Not having made any direct acquaintance of female breasts 

at that point, let’s just say I was interested. That boy and his mesmerized look will end up in a 

story. 
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But it’s not just lurid chapters in your childhood that make for the best source material—it’s 

the trip you took to the tire dealership last month, where you noticed the grizzled old 

mechanic who clamped his jaw on an unlit cigar while he worked his tools. It’s noticing that 

the H.R. head at your office has an oddly aggressive way of pointing with her index finger 

while she talks. Your mind is populated, spilling over, with pictures of people and places and 

things you looked at, touched, were repelled by. Write about them. Using the life-stuff of 

your times as the font of your writing is as satisfyingly savory as any dog sandwich.

You’ll Be Surprised What You Know

Here’s an example of the upside-down (i.e., unexpected) results of writing what you know. I 

once got an assignment in a writing group to write an “object” poem, using this overview: 

“Discuss how objects have lives and that they are often markers in our lives that help us 

recognize where we’ve been. They contain a special luminescence, connecting our past to our 

present.” 

Though I enjoy reading some poetry (Rilke, astonishing; Billy Collins, charming), I know 

very little of its formal structures, and know less about writing it. That said, it’s a fun exercise 

to try writing out of your genre, so I thought I’d write an object poem about the humble 

sandwich. But instead, this came out, almost immediately after I started writing:

Sad Sandwich 

Sad sandwich on the bedside tray  

moved in haste, forgotten in the empty house  

bedding thrown back in caught anxiety  

the last sandwich 

Thousands of sandwiches before  

handled with his child hands  

then later, workingman eager, lunchpail eager  

laughing with full mouth, laughing with work friends  

then later, cold sandwiches in the bomber, 

cold over Berlin, cold over Korea 
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Then, long past being able to make his own sandwich  

my father's hands, delicate, veiny, persistent  

still enjoying his sandwiches  

but now all slowed, a slow sandwich, eaten contemplative 

Thousands of sandwiches, thousands now forgotten  

the one appearing on the daybed tray forgotten in a minute, two  

but still the slow pleasure of the chewing, the body's nod 

yet, this last sandwich, a sad sandwich, 

abandoned in the slant of afternoon light  

my father, gone forever, this past New Year's Day  

the plate now empty, the hunger unending

Writing That Surprises the Writer

This was one of those odd experiences as a writer, much as fiction writers say that their 

characters do things that surprise them as they’re written. Here, I’d intended to write a light 

poem, and instead, it morphed under my fingers to be a tribute to my father, who died just a 

few months before that poem came to be. Without my even intending it, the poem became 

“… a special luminescence, connecting our past to our present.” 

So, an object poem, written with surprise tears. It always amazes me, the weight of words. 

Speaking of writing with emotion, that is definitely a direct path to finding your voice. When 

you write where something is at stake—you were fired, your child was threatened by a bully, 

you parachuted out of a flaming plane—the charge of circumstance can bring electricity to 

your writing, and the pretenses of having to produce something formal or “literary” drop 

away.  

But channeling emotion to drive your creative writing can be a two-way street: Writing 

fueled by emotion can pulse with the power of realness, show broken skin or broken heart; 

it’s where you write from being in the game, rather than watching it. But writing from a 

personal current can also produce florid overwriting, work that’s colored by mawkish hues, or 

even blindly inaccurate prose that freezes on a fixed point of view. I think focused, emotional 
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writing can smack a ringing bell, but that misdirected emotion in writing can dilute its 

strengths, making it merely personal. 

Here is an excerpt from some thoughts I wrote a long while back (about a year before my 

father’s death), where I’m writing about writing with emotion (and in the writing, getting 

emotional, but am trying to direct the words for fullest impact, not melodrama): 

I’ve written for publication about his condition prompted by an emergency room visit before, 

when his diminished capacity wasn’t as advanced, but lately he’s turned a corner, and even if 

his body lingers, his mind is becoming more ghostly, his world a small, small corner, with 

dimming light. I again want to write about my father, want to write again about how I never 

truly knew what he wanted, what his aspirations were, whether he judged his life a good one, 

if he even did pause to judge it. 

Fathers and Sons, Arms Linked, Arm’s Length 

I’ve previously touched upon how my father’s manner resembles mine in some ways: a 

person quick to make a joke, but in the joking also perhaps making a space between himself 

and others, perhaps more comfortable with a certain distance. I know that is true of myself, 

but I don’t absolutely know if it’s true of my father, because I never felt intimate enough with 

him to probe. I know he’s always been a warm man, a reliable caretaker of my siblings and 

mom, a war veteran, a guy who taught me, to my great pleasure, to play baseball and 

basketball. But those are thrown-off evaluations, resume-writing; the core of the man is 

elusive to me. 

So, my father, diapered, his country now a small bed, the tv on to keep him “company,” 

attended by my valiant, near-blind mother, at 87, herself slowing to time’s great watch. And I 

want to write about it, with emotion, but accurately, with the precision my father is entitled 

to, not to force anyone (or myself) to feel my discomfort, but just to write with the deserved 

passion that testifying about someone’s life requires, without twisting the words to torque 

feelings. 

Here’s to writing that’s real. It will have a rich voice; you need to shape it for its deepest 

resonance.
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A Little Bit More About What You Know (or Only Know by Writing)

Since I’m the only one here right now with the keyboard to contradict (or at least circle 

around) myself, I want to circle around the “write what you know” dictum a little more, in 

regards to a writer’s memory. I’ll circle because it relates again to my father’s death, so it’s on 

topic here. Or at least it’s in the same building. 

A long time ago, I read an article where the writer suggested that Hemingway killed himself 

not because of his depression, but because of the treatment for his depression. The suggestion 

was that the electroshock had erased a good deal of Hemingway’s memory, and that a writer 

without memories is not a writer—and that that loss provoked Hemingway’s hand. However, 

much information has come out regarding his long-deteriorating mental and physical state 

prior to his suicide, and the loss-of-memory issue might have only played a minor part, if any. 

The reason I bring that up is in thinking about when I went down to Southern California to 

spend some time with my mother, to honor what would have been my father’s 94th birthday, 

his first birthday after his death. We went out to the graveside and saw the stone for the first 

time. My mother, in her natively collected and humorous way, remarked that it was a little 

odd to see her own name on the stone, which awaits what I hope is a long time to make claim 

to its inscription. 

During the visit, my mother, sister and I shared memories of my father, a couple of which 

were new to me. That conversation in turn pushed me to rummage through my memory attic, 

blowing the dust off some crusted considerations of my boyhood long ago. It struck me that I 

hadn’t made good use of some of the eccentric characters I’ve known over time, many of 

whom are easy subjects for the kind of tales that evoke a “No way! That couldn’t have 

happened!” response from astonished or amused listeners.

Memories Are Writers’ Clay 

It’s clear to me that most lives, whether you were raised in a dusty Ethiopian village of 100 

souls or born to a gilded Manhattan penthouse, are suffused with character and incident that 

could fill books, if you selectively shaped the telling. And that working of the clay of 

character or incident needn’t be exclusive to fiction’s floor—the mad workings of the human 

animal are prime frameworks for engaging essays as well. (Note that libel issues can 
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sometimes constrain a telling, though with the right makeup and hat, you can hide your pawn 

in plain sight on the narrative chessboard.) 

I’ve seen enough peculiar and striking expression of the vagaries of our species to fill the 

memory banks—I’m going to start withdrawing some so the investment pays off. Poke 

around in your skull a bit, look at some old photographs, ask a relative about the time your 

great-aunt poured a drink on Maurice Chevalier’s head at a dinner party. Memories are 

material from which writers weave and because their messages are so close, their expression 

of your writing voice will likely ring true. 

I want to circle back again to another part of the circle: the capacity to be surprised, and to 

incorporate that into your writing. I used that object poem above about my father to suggest 

how your writing might unfold in startling ways, fully unplanned. Another angle (and one 

that can seed a writing voice) is to use a surprising incident as a writing prompt.  

My office is a 1966 Airstream, something I’ll write about directly later in this book. It’s set 

on the edge of my girlfriend’s and my property, in a semi-rural area in central California. The 

trailer is surrounded by fields on all sides, and when you look closely, there’s always 

something going on. Looking closely is a habit that all writers should have.
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A while back, a cousin of the fellow above flew into my neighbor’s field. It’s not that unusual 

to see herons in the general neighborhood—after all, I took the photo of this sharp-beaked 

beauty just a few miles from my house. But he was near a watercourse, where there are all 

kinds of wiggly things for him to eat. My neighbor’s field is weedy, scraggly land where no 

fish worth its saltwater would venture. So, seeing the heron fly onto the property and strike 

one of those heraldic heron poses was noteworthy. 

Any excuse to abandon my work, I scuttled over to the Airstream window nearest the bird to 

watch him work. If you’ve ever watched herons at play in the fields of creation, they’re often 

pretty deliberate about their doings. They might neck-jut a few feet or so into some shallow 

water, and then fix that acute-angle head for minutes at a time, undoubtedly trying to come up 

with some heron haiku. This featherhead did his kind proud by freezing in place. 

But then he chicken-footed forward toward our wire fence and started doing a fascinating bob 

and weave, his long neck shimmying from side to side, cobra-style, while he simultaneously 

ducked up and down. I thought for a moment that he was sick, and was about to collapse in 
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the field. Not quite. On one of his swinging swayings, he shot that head forward to the base 

of the fence and came up with a big lizard in his beak. I didn’t have time to even gasp before 

he flipped his head a bit and swallowed him whole. 

Galvanizing Readers with Electric Characters 

That moment was shocking and unexpected—I was agog. The bird sauntered out of sight of 

the Airstream—probably to see if there were any armadillos around to play poker with—and 

when I came out a few minutes later to check on him, he had vamoosed. 

Now, you’re going to think that I’m bending a stiff bird to make a point, but honestly, when 

my head had returned to my body after watching that lizard slurping, I immediately thought 

that the bird’s behavior was a good illustration of an approach to working with characters in 

stories. You can give your reader a good clap on their forehead by making a character do 

something astonishing once in a while. 

You have to be careful here: I’m not talking about having a character spontaneously speak 

Swahili when they were raised in Brooklyn. I’m referring to having a character do something 

that’s possible (and that indeed might be integral to that character’s nature), but that’s not 

probable, that breaks boundaries. Something that expands the character’s potential or place in 

the reader’s imagination. That kind of developmental concussion can push a story, or shape it 

in new ways. 

The Frogs Are Not What They Seem 

The second nature lesson—and one that again relates to writing—is something I’d learned 

earlier, but was reminded of again because I heard a tree frog croaking after a recent storm. 

But that was just a soloist: in springtime every year, the frogs that do their philosophizing 

near our water garden start to do it more boisterously. And they are loud. 

When I first heard this resonant chorus years ago, my city-boy background prompted me to 

think it was the loud-mouthing of some large toads, maybe even bullfrogs. I’d look all over 

the place for the source of the croak-storm, but I could never see the buggers. It took me 

many searches to finally spot one. No wonder: Pacific tree frogs, the wide-mouthed worthies 

that comprise this orchestra, are only a few centimeters long. But when they are soliloquizing 
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about their romantic talents to any lady frogs in the vicinity, they give it their all. They are 

Danny DeVito with an aggressive hangover. 

As with the heron, the frogs nudged me in a writerly direction as well: work with characters 

that aren’t quite what they seem. You might have a scrawny, wiry guy who turns out to have 

extraordinary strength, or a reserved little sister who later turns out to wail skronking bebop 

sax in a secret band. Stick some herons and some tree frogs in your writing—it will give it a 

stronger pulse. And this isn’t just for fiction: God knows that business writing could use a 

phrase that’s on fire, or a trapdoor opening and swallowing up the beautiful bride. Wake the 

audience up. 

Oh, you probably should stick a swallowed lizard in there every once in a while too; some 

characters turn out to be the eaten, not the eaters. 

Any animals making mischief in your writer’s mind? 

I’ll touch upon the writer’s voice at other spots in the book, but I want to round out this 

focused (give me some latitude on that) attention on one other component of a writer’s voice: 

its oddness. Writers are often a bit outside the line—and that’s a good thing! The line is often 

something that’s toed, but not by most writers. They’d just as soon skateboard over that line. 

I’ll use the example of eccentric car design to put some wheels on a writer’s engine.
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I love old cars. I’ve probably owned 45 cars, and that’s a tortured tale of love and leaks. I was 

at a vintage auto concours a couple of years ago, where there was an eyeball-scorching field 

of gleaming chariots, where the “oohs and ahhs” were many and involuntary. But then I saw 

this rig pictured above, a BMW Isetta with a teardrop trailer behind. The Isetta took more 

than 30 seconds to reach 31 mph, topping out at around 50. That the owner of this one had 

the peculiar cant of mind to hook up a tiny—but usable—trailer behind struck me with its 

whimsicality.  

I don’t know where the quote “Normality is what cuts off your sixth finger and your tail” 

comes from, but the Isetta is an exemplar of the quote’s creed. Sometimes that sixth finger is 

the only one that can get a grip on an unusual idea, so it’s a shame to cut it off.  

I read a New Yorker article about David Eagleman, a professor of neuroscience and of his 

work on how the brain conceives, interprets, and filters its sense of time. The article is wholly 

fascinating, but one of the tangents discussed in the piece was the “oddball effect,” which at 

its essence posits that the brain reacts with great focus and avidity to things that are outside 
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the standard pattern, pushing the norm or subverting it, so much so that time itself seems to 

be dilated as a result of the brain’s attention. 

Here’s to the Oddballs  

Though I don’t even play a scientist on TV, I can’t address the measures or implications of 

that phenomenon, so I’ll just turn it to my purpose: The oddball effect is often a sensation of 

incredulity, mixed with delight. It’s when you pull up next to a car at a stoplight and the 

driver is wearing a gorilla mask. Good God! Good writing often is fueled by the oddball 

effect. 

So, like the Apple ad that saluted the crazy ones and the misfits, I want to salute the eccentric 

writers, who stroke and poke our brains. People like Tom Robbins, who never met a 

metaphor he couldn’t bend around a shooting comet, or Oscar Wilde, who while studying at 

Oxford University, would walk through the streets with a lobster on a leash. Or Lord Byron, 

who when told at Cambridge he couldn’t keep a dog in his room, discovered that there were 

no rules against bears. So he got one. (Note: Can we draw any conclusions about prestigious 

English academies and lunacy?)  

Bertrand Russell said, “Orthodoxy is the death of intelligence.” Here’s to the guy that owned 

a truly oddball car, an Isetta, and thought, “A little trailer to go with it, that’s the thing!” He 

probably would have put a bear in there too, if he’d thought about it long enough.  

We’ll touch (and listen for) writing voice again in the book, but right now, let’s turn to 

another anatomical phenomenon: writing eyes. Writers need to see, both in their literal lives, 

and on the page. That vision can be transformative. Let’s entertain some of the ways to open 

your writer’s eyes and think like a writer. (Catchy, eh? Could make for a good book title.) 
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